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From IT, eCommerce and Marketing to… HR?? 

In case you’re wondering why someone who studied econometrics, developed IT systems, 

specialized in eCommerce and internet banking, done strategic marketing and led large 

transformation programs eventually found his home in HR… 

Well, there’s two answers to that. 

The first is the short one: to follow his heart.  

The second, and slightly longer one, is because he has discovered that the most powerful 

way of transforming organizations is to help people know, want, and do new things. And 

along the way he found that all his IT, digital, marketing, change and people skills come 

together in this role of leading Learning & Development.  

Join me, Jarno Zange, as I take you on a journey of how we set about creating ‘Learning 

nEXt Level’ at ABN AMRO. 

For those who do not have time for a journey, let me give you the take-aways up front: 

• We are closing the critical skills gap to execute our strategy successfully by moving 

from headcount to skillcount (our WHY) 

• Our learning vision is to deliver good work and centered around the idea that  

“learning = working & working = learning” (our WHAT) 

• We have invested in a future-proof Learning eXperience Ecosystem (our HOW) 

 

For all the others, fasten your seatbelts and let’s go! 

 

 Let’s start with our context 

We start our story in the autumn of 2018: 

The bank had just announced a renewed strategy and HR was getting started with 

enterprise-wide strategic workforce management. Based on qualitative interviews with the 

business, we (HR) determined what skills we needed to successfully execute our strategy – 

it’s people that build a future-proof bank. We needed skills like digital, data, sustainability, 

sound risk-taking, decision making and learning agility. We also guesstimated to what extent 

we have these skills in our company with its 20k people workforce.  

Mapping this demand and supply resulted in a critical skills gap.  

At the time, we were still thinking in terms of headcount and functions. But something 

dawned on us… we realized that we needed to shift our paradigm from functions to skills – 

as people are likely to have more than the skills in their current job. We needed to unify and 

simplify our function house that had evolved in various directions. And so we launched our 
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‘New Job Model’ program globally to enable people to move across business units far more 

easily, and which provided consistent and comparable workforce insights throughout the 

company.  

However, this was not enough. We wanted to strengthen our data-driven decision making 

and set out to measure the skills people have. Not functions, but skills as the new currency 

of the workforce – both hard skills and soft skills. Easier said than done, of course.  

But so it began. 

  

Challenge: a scattered L&D landscape 

In that same period, we renewed our vision on learning and analyzed how colleagues value 

the way they can develop themselves. Not a pretty picture, based on the responses we 

received from our people (‘customers’):  

• I don’t know where to go 

• I don’t know what I need 

• I can’t find what I need 

• I don’t know what’s good 

• I can’t learn from what colleagues did 

• It all takes a lot of time and effort 

 

Our root cause analysis clearly showed that everything around learning was scattered 

throughout the organization: learning initiatives, content (paid/free), systems, processes, 

guidelines, colleagues and L&D teams. We needed to do better: essentially, offer a better 

experience to our people to help them develop the skills they need to be successful and 

remain so in the fast-changing future.  

It was at that moment the ‘Learning nEXt Level’ strategy was set up (with the EX at the 

centre signifying, you guessed it, the Employee eXperience). At its core, it was set up with 

one over-arching goal: to measure and develop SKILLS. 

 

Laying the foundations 

First, a company-wide skills framework was developed to ensure one language around skills. 

It was embedded into all HR processes, from recruitment and development to performance 

and succession management. Closing the critical skills gap needed to be our joint, strategy-

led goal. Next we targeted our learning culture by infusing a learning mindset with a simple, 

‘continuous learning cycle’: 
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1. DIRECTION: Provide guidance in what skills and expertise we expect from people in 

their (future) roles 

2. BASELINE: Support people in baselining and assessing themselves on where they 

stand 

3. DEVELOPMENT: People take ownership of their development and determine their 

personal development goals and learning paths to develop themselves every day 

4. PROGRESS: Enable insights into learning progress and impact on their (business) 

performance and personal development - “progress is the best motivator” 

5. CONTINUOUS DIALOGUE: Continuous reflection between employees, managers 

and teams to accelerate and sustain learning 

  

 

 

 

In terms of culture, we noticed that the biggest challenge (by far) was time - or rather, a lack 

of it. Lack of time for people to invest in their own development, i.e. their future productivity. 

People experience learning and working as enemies that compete for their time. We 

reminded ourselves that learning is about working, and more so, about delivering good work 

– work that is good (excellence), work that does good (ethics) and work that feels good 

(energy, wellbeing). It was this insight that made us focus our thinking around a single 

statement:  

“learning = working and working = learning” 
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Making impact - at scale! 

To truly make a step-change in the development of our people we made a commitment to 

invest in a learning experience that would be increasingly digital, and in many cases digital-

first. We wanted to improve the key moments that matter in the learner’s journey.  

We chose an ecosystem approach because we could not [and still cannot] find a single 

system or provider that could fully meet our requirements. Instead, we selected best-of-

breed partners who jointly built a great integrated people experience where the learning data 

is exchanged and stored in one place to give insights to people, teams and the organization.  

Here are some key principles in the ecosystem: 

• Employee centric learning philosophy and experience 

• Fit-for-purpose partnerships 

• Full data connectivity 

 

  

We decided to have a phased implementation to accommodate for ‘learning as we go’: 

1. First, build one uniform, high-quality digital academy to share all-in-house expertise – 

which makes us unique and helps us make a splash at launch. 

2. Then, outsource the purchase of every training that we (and anyone else) can buy in 

the market to one Managed Learning Services Provider or MLSP. 

3. Ultimately, create one truly personal, smart (AI-powered) and skill-based environment 

for our people to continuously upskill and reskill themselves. 
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The results so far 

We are currently in the midst of Phase Three and we see a clear improvement in how much 

our people appreciate their development opportunities. At the same time, we see a decline in 

people adequately investing in their development. The main reasons are (again) a lack of 

time, management support or finding relevant ways of learning. We are building up our skills 

insights and we have also learned that the adoption of skills takes time. It truly is a paradigm 

shift and the agile way of developing new features requires continuous communication, 

which can be challenging when people are busy and have increasingly low tolerance for 

below-par experiences. 

 

Bringing learning and people mobility together 

In this third phase, we also see that people find the learning environment a logical place to 

orient themselves for the next step in their career. Based on their learning goals, 

assignments and opportunities are recommended. And with their skills profile they can see 

what adjacent roles might be interesting for them, how many vacancies are available and in 

what skill areas they might still have a gap to overcome. In this way, skills and career 

development are becoming intuitively intertwined. We have learned that a successful and 

effective paradigm shift to skills requires an integrated approach across all HR areas where 

all processes, policies and systems are developed with one joint vision, containing lenses on 

people, teams and organizational needs. 

 

What can you do? 

Looking back, I can see that these key questions ignited the fire in us to start this journey. 

Perhaps they are questions you might also ask yourself: 

1. DO YOU KNOW THE SKILLS YOU NEED FOR YOUR STRATEGY? 

2. DO YOU KNOW THE SKILLS YOU HAVE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION? 

3. HOW DO YOU SUPPORT YOUR PEOPLE IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT JOURNEY 

(REALLY…)? 

I would encourage you to reflect on these questions today, and who knows - maybe the 

answers will contain the little spark you need to begin or accelerate your journey at your own 

organization. 

We are still on ours, but I can already tell you it’s a ride unlike any other! 


